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RESEARCH PROBLEMS 
Problem 77. Posed by R.B. Eggleton, P. Erdrs and D.K. Skilton. 
Correspondent: R.B. Eggleton, 
Department of Mathematics, Statistics and Computer Science, 
University of Newcastle, N.S.W. 2308, 
Australia. 
For any ~ ___ ~, where ~ is the set of all primes, let chr(~) denote the 
chromatic number of the graph Z(~)  with the integers as vertex-set, and edges 
between precisely those pairs of integers with absolute difference in the set ~. It 
is easy to show that 
(i) chr(~) = 4, 
(ii) chr(~) ~< 2 if 2 ~ ~ or ~ = {2}, and 
(iii) chr(~)/> 3 if 2 • ~ and I 1/> 2; if furthermore 3 ~ ~, then chr(~) = 3. 
The problem is to characterize those sets ~ for which chr(~)= 4. 
Conjecture. For ~ ~ ~, chr(~) = 4 precisely when {2, 3} c- ~ and ~ contains a 
pair of prime twins. 
In [1] it is shown that chr(~)= 3 if {2, 3} _= ~ and ~ is a subset of either 
{p • ~: p -= +2 (mod 5)} or {p • ~: p = +2, +3, 7 (mod 14)}. It has been proved 
recently [2] that chr(~) = 4 if {2, 3} c ~ and ~ contains a pair of prime twins; 
this includes chr(2, 3, 5) = 4. 
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Problem 78. Posed by D. de Caen. 
Correspondent: D. de Caen, 
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Let H be a 3-uniform hypergraph with n vertices, that is, every edge of H is a 
3-element subset of V(H), the vertex-set of H. H is said to be sparse if every 
4-element subset of V(H) contains at most two edges of H. A subset of V(H) is 
said to be independent if i contains no edge. 
Does there exist an absolute positive constant c such that for any spare 
3-uniform hypergraph H with n vertices, there is an independent set with at least 
c log n vertices? 
From known results on Ramsey numbers, it is easy to show that any sparse 
3-uniform hypergraph H with n vertices has an independent set with at least 
c log log n vertices. Also, the 'c log n' statement, if true, is best possible. Indeed, 
given a tournament T with n vertices, let H(T) be the 3-uniform hypergraph 
whose edges are those 3-sets in V(T) which induce a circuit of length three in T. 
Clearly, H(T) is sparse. A standard probabilistic argument shows that for a 
random T, the largest independent set has at most c log n vertices. (It is also 
well-known that H(T) always has an independent set with at least log2 n vertices. 
See, for example, problem 10.44(a) in [1].) 
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